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Abstract
This master thesis work used the integrated modeling tool Telemac, based on the finite element
method and unstructured grid, constructed hydrodynamics model of Fangar Bay, making use of
existing bathymetry, climate and other data sources during the period of Fangar-III campaign.
Under the driving force of micro-tide and local wind, the result of the hydrodynamic numerical
model effectively presented that the regular changes in the water surface of the bay and the
difference of water currents between the bay mouth and the inner bay, as well as the difference of
currents between bottom and surface. Summarized the effects of natural tidal cycles and local
winds on the water exchange in the bay and the positive effects of the estuary circulation on Fangar
Bay.
In particular, the numerical model validated the distribution of salinity in the bay by using salinity as
a tracer of freshwater discharge. Mainly discuss variable flowrates freshwater contribution from two
main agricultural channel sources, and the special salinity plume caused by the difference in salinity
between freshwater and seawater. Summarized that these plumes containing contaminates caused
the formation of low-salinity areas at top of the bay and indirectly affected the salinity and water
quality of the Gulf Ampolla and eastern offshore coast of sandbar. It emphasizes the importance of
controlling the flowrates of freshwater and the dependence on local winds for the Fangar Bay.
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1. Introduction
Coastal bays with estuaries belong to specific characteristics of environment in the coastal area. Due
to freshwater discharged contains nutrients from these estuaries, it is often labeled as aquaculture
industry. However, its characteristics with calm inner waters and constrained exchange with open
sea, leads to those coastal areas with estuaries have relevant and common environmental problems.
Caused by those freshwaters also contain contaminants from agriculture and nearby highly
anthropogenic activities, strongly affected the water ecosystem, the development of coastal areas
and limited their used as a high-yield aquaculture.
In this work we focused on the Fangar Bay which a high-yield aquaculture center in Spain. The
Fangar Bay located in the province of Tarragona, with the Alfacs Bay constitutes the Ebro Delta
(Figure. 1ab). In recent years, some investigations and studies have confirmed the prevalence of
these environmental problems in those bays of Ebro Delta.

Figure 1. (a) Location of Ebro Delta, in Tarragona (red area) Spain. (b) Fangar Bay is located in the red rectangular area
in the north of Ebro delta. (c) The nesting scheme with the coastal line and Fangar bay bathymetry, used to validate the
system are indicated. And the freshwater drainage channel locations are indicated with arrows.

On the one hand, based on more meticulous real sampling analysis, it has been confirmed that the
contaminants and microorganisms from the estuaries and by those channels discharges into those
bays. Such as these discharges are rich in nutrients and pesticides (Köck et al., 2010), therefore
affecting in multiple ways the productivity and water quality of the bays (Loureiro et al., 2009). and
the shellfish aquaculture in the region must face different types of risks: shellfish pathogens
(López-Joven et al., 2015). There is no doubt that these factors affect the ecosystem of bay
negatively.
1
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On the other hand, based on hydraulic and geographical conditions analysis, Fangar Bay is defined
as a semi-open bay with limited water exchange capacity. Those discharges of freshwater changed
the salinity field (Cerralbo et al., 2019), and the water exchange between the bay with the open sea
was limited by the flowrates of discharge and high temperatures influence leads to the impact of
irrigation channel emissions on the aquaculture in the bay are hard to solve (Fernández-Pedrera et
al., 2020). But the oyster and mussel crops that need a sustained water renewal and suitable water
salinity field for their growth and development (Ochoa et al., 2012). These problems also have
affected the normal environment system and affect the oyster and mussel crops present in the bay,
resulting in a decline in the yield of aquaculture in recent years.
Therefore, analyze hydrodynamics of Fangar Bay for regional development will be momentous
current significance. it is necessary that study the hydrodynamic inside Fangar Bay and water
exchange with the outside open sea, Also It particularly important to know effects of freshwater
discharge on hydrodynamics and salinity field inside and outside of Fangar Bay. In order to make a
comprehensive environmental assessment and formulate an environmental management plan, and
predictive risk assessment. Like the joint scientific and technical research of IRTA and LIM/UPC,
several months of survey research activities have been conducted mainly on Alfacs Bay and Fangar
Bay in the Ebro Delta. These activities highlight the importance of study of in-deep delta
hydrodynamics.
For all these reasons, in this Master Thesis, we have established a hydrodynamic model by using the
Telemac software, based on the measurement data from IRTA and LIM-UPC campaigns (Fangar-III).
With bathymetry mesh, insertion of environment conditions (wind and tide) and basic simulation
parameters to perform a non-structural grid hydrodynamic numerical simulation of Fangar Bay
(until to open sea). In addition, in order to determinate the influence of freshwater, this work
analyzed the diffusion of freshwater by using salinity as a tracer on the scale of time and space. It
concludes demonstrating how those discharges of freshwater influence the salinity field inside of
Fangar Bay and how those discharges of freshwater containing nutrients and contaminants affects
external Fangar Bay during water exchange with open sea.

2. State of the art
This work is based on Telemac system, in recent years Telemac model predictions have been
validated at multiple stages of development, including a comparison of predicted tides and wind
against measurements collected (Amundrud & Murray, 2009b), in addition, direct comparison of
predicted environmental conditions (Banakar et al., 2011). This year David Ryder et al. (2020) used
the Telemac model to simulate the numerical simulation of hydrodynamics and the spread of
2
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pathogens in four similar bays, including Alfcas Bay in Ebro Delta, and successfully established a
predictive model to make constructive suggestions for the aquaculture industry.
In order to make the numerical simulation approach to the real diffusion, some variables should be
attention. Such as an illustrative contribution presented by Sanay and Valle-Levinson (2005) reflects
the role of the bathymetry in the water contribution for larger and deeper basins of bottom. But the
data density of bathymetry has an influence on the accuracy of simulation results on the small
(order of few km) and shallow (few meters depths) bays. When salinity is used as a tracer in the
simulation of diffusion, some parameters like velocity diffusivity, coefficient tracer diffusion and
numerical diffusion showed the different effects on the salinity field. Smolders et al. (2015) focused
on tracer diffusion in Telemac models and contributed that tracer diffusivity parameter has great
effect with values above 1.E-1 m²/s for mesh resolution ranging from 5 to 100 m.
On the one hand, other numerical contributions focusing on micro-tidal and shallow coastal bays
and estuaries conclude that they are regions with complex hydrodynamics due to multiple forcing
(Noble et al., 1996; Llebot et al, 2010; Cerralbo et al, 2015). On the other hand, based on the
analysis of the IRTA and LIM/UPC campaigns measurement data, Samper (2019) concluded that the
main factor affecting the hydrodynamics of Fangar Bay is the strong wind from NW. At the same
time, astronomical tide and seiches (Cerralbo et al., 2014), bathymetry or effect of rotation are
variables that cannot be ignored when analyzing the current and coastal sea level. The results
previously also showed by the impact of the wind-induce coastal sea level at the entrance of an
Inlet exerts a strong influence on the sub-tidal variability within the interior of the inland bay (Wong,
2002). However, for the discharge of freshwater, these strong winds also have effects on salinity
structure or resuspension events in shallow estuaries (Geyer 1997; Llebot et al., 2014; Cerralbo et
al., 2015; Grifoll et al., 2019).
In these shallow coastal bays with poorly water circulation by micro tidal movement and the
influence of wind condition, the balance of ecosystem is especially sensitive to environmental
changes. Since the effects of changing salinity on the ecology of different habitats is driven
ultimately by their ability to cope with salinity fluctuations on both long- and short-time scales
(Solan and Whiteley, 2016). Increases in pollutants, fluctuations in water temperature and changes
in salinity can have dramatic effects in Fangar Bay.
In these cases, the combination on observational and numerical efforts have allowed analyzing
substantial new knowledge on how these discharge of freshwater diffused and mixed in horizontal
and vertical dimensions inside of Fangar Bay, so affect the salinity and water quality outside of
Fangar Bay.
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3. Objectives
The main objective of this Master thesis is to study the dispersion and mixing processes of
freshwater discharges in Fangar Bay, by using the salinity as a tracer. And, analyze its influence
inside and outside of the Fangar Bay when water exchange with the open sea. In order to do that,
we have implemented, calibrated and validated in Fangar Bay a hydrodynamic, finite element model
named TELEMAC-3D.
The partial objectives that we have planned to arrive the general one are as follows:
1. To analyze and to evaluate field campaigns in Fangar Bay to get the atmospheric and
hydrodynamic factors that drive the numerical model.
2. To establish a model based on bathymetric, boundary conditions, driving factors and simulation
parameters in Telemac.
3. To verify the model results under each driving force separately and calibrate the stable
hydrodynamic field with all driving forces.
4. To calibrate the horizontal and vertical diffusion of the model, in order to make the numerical
diffusion approach to the real diffusion.
5. To simulate the freshwater discharge models by using salinity as a tracer, from November 1 to 30
in 2018.
6. To Analyze and discuss the dispersion and mixing processes of the salinity field in the Fangar Bay.
7. To assess the impact of changes in salinity field inside and outside of the Fangar Bay on the time
and space scale, predict its influence and give constructive comments.
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4. Material and methods
4.1 Study area
Fangar Bay is part of the Ebro Delta, which extends about 25 km offshore and forms two
semi-enclosed bays on its lateral margins. Fangar to the north and Alfacs to the south. Both bays
receive direct freshwater input from the drainage channels of nearby rice fields.
Fangar Bay are 12 km2 with 5.4 km long (L) and 2.1 km wide (W), with a 1.2 km width of mouth (b)
and a volume of water of 16x106 m3 (Camp & Delgado, 1987). In Figure 2, the brown area is marked
as sandbars, causing modified by the accumulation of sediment from the beach located to the north
(Archetti et al., 2010), so the width of the bay mouth is not a constant value. When the sand bar in
the brown area is established, the width of the bay mouth (a) is only 0.4 km. Its destruction and
establishment of the sand bars affect the capacity of the water exchange in the bay (Cerralbo et al.
2018). Fangar bay has an average depth of about 2-3 m, and a maximum of 4.5 m in the middle of
the bay.

Figure 2. Determine the study area in the latitude and longitude coordinate system and the converted UTM coordinate
system, and display the size of the Fangar Bay, the elements included and the location of the measurement point.

The freshwater contribution is discharged by rice cultivation throughout the year with maximum
values in the months of April to November. There are two main water pumping stations (Blue arrow
in Figure 2) that evacuate water from the channels and pour it into Fangar Bay: Illa de Mar, located
next to the port of Illa de Mar; and Bassa de les Olles, in the Les Olles lagoon.
5
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4.2 Field campaigns in Fangar Bay
The observational data corresponded to field campaign from 16 October to 30 November 2018
(FANGAR-III) carried out by IRTA and LIM/UPC in Fangar Bay. The data set consisted of two Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiles (ADCPs) at point Exterior and point Bocana (points star Figure 2), with the
velocity and the direction of the water currents obtained every 10 minutes in 25 cm layers
distributed from the bottom to the surface, also included the sea level. During the campaign
FANGAR-lII, two measurement stations (Purple triangle) were used: Ampolla station at port Ampolla
(gulf Ampolla) that outside of Fangar Bay; Batea station at inside of the Bay. that measured wind,
atmospheric pressure, air temperature and humidity every 10 min. The following table shows the
source and content and interval time of the main observation data.
Name

Main observations

Data interval

Ampolla Station

Wind condition, Sea level

10 min

Batea Station

Wind condition, Sea level

10 min

Bocana Point

Currents, Sea level, Salinity

10 min

Exterior Point

Currents, Sea level, Salinity

10 min

Bassa de les Olles

Flow of discharge

1 day

Illa de Mar

Flow of discharge

1 day

Table 1. Data acquisition points and observational situation

4.3 Discussion of observations
Wind and currents
Analyzing previous campaigns, Fernández-Pedrera et al. (2017) have showed that in calm periods in
Fangar Bay, the wind conditions caused mostly surface currents movement, and because of the
average depth of Fangar Bay, wind can affect the ecological status by inducing the vertical transport
of substances from the sea bottom to the inner water column. On the other hand, they have
demonstrated too that during episodes of intense wind (wind intensities greater than 9 m/s), the
influence of wind in Fangar Bay is huge and water column tends to homogenize rapidly in Fangar Bay,
breaking the stratification and disrupting estuarine circulation. About FANGAR III campaign
(November 2018), Figure 3 presented the whole wind condition in study area during that period.
In figure 3, it is show to important wind episodes. The first one corresponds to winds from the NE
(0-45o) and it is developed between day 11 and day 19. Specifically, there are two intense wind
peaks on days 18 and 19, reaching speeds of 10 m/s in the Ampolla meteo station. In Batea meteo
station, this first episode of NE winds coincides both in duration and intensity. The second strong
wind event, between the 26th and 27th, was a consequence of the passage of an Atlantic front that,
6
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together with the Atlantic anticyclone displaced to the north, generated a very marked wind flow at
both ends of Catalonia and in the Pyrenees At the same time, that information explained above is
reflected in the wind roses (Figure 3, A-2, B-2): the prevailing winds during the periods that the
most intense correspond to winds from the NW and NE.

Figure 3. Wind velocity and direction recorded at the station of Ampolla (A-1) and in Batea (B-1). Wind rose figure in the
station of Ampolla (A-2) and Batea (B-2) in November 2018 (Source from Samper, 2019).

In figure 4-(b), at the Exterior point that outside Fangar Bay, the surface current shows the direction
similar with the wind condition. From figure 3, although it is the opposite of NW and NE, but the
direction from which defines the direction of the wind, the direction of the actual wind is SE, that
similar with the direction of the currents. Also in figure 4-(a), at Bocana point in Fangar Bay, the
main currents direction is also SE, but because Bocana point is at the mouth of the bay and
exchanges water with the gulf Ampolla, it causes a relative NW current direction. These
observations concluded that for the water currents in the bay, the wind condition determines the
direction and velocity of the surface currents. Those drive forcing including tidal movements, ocean
currents and strong wind decide the internal currents in Fangar Bay.
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Figure 4. Rose figure of currents on the surface of the Bocana station (a) and Exterior (b) during November 2018 (Source
from Samper, 2019).

Sea level
The sea level changing in Fangar Bay are mainly affected by astronomical and meteorological tides.
The tidal component determines the changes in astronomical tides. Meteorological tides are driven
by the air pressure and the wind condition on the study area. For the astronomical tide, the main
harmonic components affecting Fangar Bay are shown in the following table 2. The astronomical
tide changes in Fangar presented a composite tide, with an oscillation frequency of 12.5 h and an
amplitude between -10 cm and 10 cm at sea free surface.
Symbol

Frequency (h)

Amplitude (m)

Phase

O1

0.0387307

0.0181

32.14

K1

0.0417807

0.0389

6.95

M2

0.0805114

0.0394

8.75

S2

0.0833333

0.016

236.52

Table 2. Main harmonic components in Fangar Bay.

For meteorological tides in Fangar Bay, it is random oscillations induced by the force of the wind or
by the action of atmospheric pressure on the surface of the water.
By comparing figure 5-(a) and 5-(b) with the sea level, those trends of change in sea level are similar,
especially between 15 and 30 days. But the real data has a larger variation, oscillating at sea level of
±20 cm, and even shown a rise to 30 cm at 20 day and a drop down -30cm at the end of November.
The oscillation sea level range of meteorological tides are all within ± 20 cm. However, the
above-mentioned astronomical tide drives a sea surface change of ± 10 cm that perfectly fill this
8
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difference. In the figure 5-(a) those red areas, the result also presented and be proved that the
oscillation period varies between 1.06 and 1.5 hours in Fangar Bay caused by seiches (Samper, 2019),
that similar with previous studies have determined the existence of seiches in Fangar Bay with a
periodicity of approximately 1 hour (Lopez, 2010), The change of sea level is mainly driven by
composite tides and the local wind is the main force affecting meteorological tides and seiches.
Based on the discussion of these observations, we have clearer working itineraries to establish the
hydrodynamic model of Fangar Bay.

Figure 5. (a) The free surface changes by meteorological tides in point Bocana, and the red area represents short-term
continuous oscillation. (b) The real sea level changes in four measuring point (source from Samper, 2019).

Freshwater Discharge
During the Fangar-III campaign, it belongs to the freshwater discharge period of the year. According
to the figure 6, we can see that there are two freshwater discharge sources from Les Olles and Illa
de Mar. In November, the total flowrates are basically stable at a daily average discharge of 4 m3/s,
but it showed the peak of emissions on the day 19 to 24, and then returns to normal. In part of
result this work selected 3 special characteristics period (red areas) in entire November to analyze
how freshwater discharge spread at the horizontal level, thereby affecting the entire interior and
exterior of the bay.
9
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1. From November day 1 to 18, the average daily flowrate of integrated freshwater is less than 4
m3/s, which belongs to the normal emission period.
2. The intensified influence period from day 19 to 24, the average daily discharge of integrated fresh
water exceeded 10 m3/s.
3. The recession period or recover period after the 24th, including normal emissions from day 24 to
28 and 0 emissions from day 28 to 30 (since no data).

Figure 6. Three special characteristics period of freshwater discharge in November 2018.

Salinity distribution
For the salinity field changes caused by discharges of freshwater, it showed in figure 7 that the
vertical field analysis of Fangar III campaign at point Bocana and point Exterior. On the 8th day, it
just showed the changing salinity stratification by 1 PSU with the mean depth of -8m at outside
point Exterior, from 27.75 PSU on the surface to the bottom 26.75 PSU value of salinity. While at
inner point Bocana (4m depth), the salinity of the surface and bottom are almost the same value.
The surface presents a salinity of 26.25 PSU, while the bottom is 26.75 PSU. Also, in the observation
data on the 22nd day showed the salinity changed only on the water surface. Both points showed
that the salinity at the water depth below 1m remained almost at 37 PSD that can be concluded just
on the water surface showed different salinity field changes.
In addition, it must be aware of those density observation data in vertical are almost the same
vertical distribution as the salinity. This reflects that the low salinity of freshwater, which has lower
density than seawater and mainly spreads on the water surface in Fangar Bay. This is also the main
feature for salinity plume formed.
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Figure 7. Salinity distribution observations and comparison with density vertical profile distribution (Source from Samper,
2019).

5. Telemac models
The key to construct a hydrodynamic model is to simulate the velocity and direction of currents and
the change of free surface. So, based on the above observations and the analysis, it concluded that
local wind and tide are two main factors driving the hydrodynamics models and the mostly changes
of salinity occurred at the water surface. In the numerical simulation of this project, the Telemac
system was selected as the main research tool. TELEMAC-MASCARET is an integrated suite of
solvers for use in the field of free-surface flow. Having been used in the context of many studies
throughout the world, it has become one of the major standards in its field
(http://www.opentelemac.org/index.php/presentation?id=18). Space is discrete in the form of an
unstructured grid of triangular elements, which means that it can be refined particularly in areas of
special interest.
Telemac-3D is a three-dimensional computational code describing the 3D velocity field (U, V, W) and
the water depth h (and, from the bottom depth, the free surface S) at each time step. Besides, it
solves the transport of tracers which (primarily temperature and salinity) change the water density.
11
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It solves the three-dimensional hydrodynamic equations with the following basic assumptions:
Three-dimensional Naiver-Stokes equations with a free surface changing in time, Negligible
variation of density in the conservation of mass equation, Hydrostatic pressure hypothesis and
Boussinesq approximation for the momentum (Mattic, 2019).
5.1 Software working
In fact, Telemac system is not a universal solution. It requires the cooperation of some software in
the establishment of the grid or pre-processing results and post-processing. The following is a flow
chart of how they work. In figure 8, It clearly presents that after obtaining the original bathymetric
data, BlueKenue provides a better solution to our research goal of building an unstructured mesh.
Mesh can define the mesh size in different areas, which is called the fineness. Different boundary
conditions are also defined, the definition of the process will be described in following chapters.
After getting the bottom file(.geo) and boundary conditions date(.cli), the following is that input
them to Fudaa-pro to create a steering file(.cas). The core of the steering file is an integration with
all simulation parameters and external files in the language recognized by Telemac system, that
consisted with FORTRAN y PYTHON. By running the steering file with TELEMAC-3D, it can get a
result file if there are no errors.

Figure 8. Modeling flow chart.
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The above mentioned is the pre-processing and simulation process. The modeling process needs to
post-process the result file to obtain the numerical simulation data, which can match with the real
measurement data, verify and compare the both. If the output result of the numerical simulation is
not close to the real data, then needs to calibrate the model. After a stable hydrodynamic model is
obtained, those freshwater discharge can be added on this basis, and salinity is used as a tracer.
Similarly, freshwater discharge still needs to be calibrated the diffusion horizontally and vertically.
5.2 Model grid and bathymetry
TELEMAC-3D is a three-dimensional (3D) model that uses the same horizontally unstructured mesh
as TELEMAC-2D. So, this work used the 2D plane mesh by increasing the number of grid layers to
establish a three-dimensional model. The TELEMAC model developed in the framework of this work
covered a part of Gulf Ampolla and the entire Fangar Bay until the tidal border.
At the latitude and longitude coordinates of the original data, Fangar Bay is within the rectangular
range (0.7oE, 40.7oN to 0.78oE, 40.8oN). In order to better adapt to the Telemac system, all points at
latitude and longitude are converted to UTM coordinates, that is, the XY coordinates in the 31 zone
of the northern hemisphere. This approach is to avoid system errors under the latitude and
longitude, its unified the coordinate system is in units of meters(m) with depths. See in figure 2
presented the Fangar Bay, which is composed of survey lines and isolines with depth, nested in a
Google map from a satellite perspective. The comparison between the model area (UTM
coordinates) and the real area (latitude and longitude coordinates) verifies the rightness of the
model’s study area.
Bathymetric original data obtained under the latitude and longitude coordinates. Two original
bathymetric data, one (grd_cst_delta.txt) is the Ebro Delta global data, the accuracy interval of point
is 100 m, covering the sea water area 20 km away from the coastline. The second (grd_fng_23m.txt)
is focus on Fangar Bay data, the data point interval is 23 m. Data to provide the bathymetry for the
model were sourced from the GEBCO database (offshore bathymetry) and bathymetry within the
embayment from Cerralbo et al. (2016). So, in the mesh applications (BlueKenue) consist of two
nested regular grids with spatial resolutions of ~110 m and ~23 m for the coarser for a part of gulf
Ampolla and finer domains for Fangar Bay, respectively. The growth ratio is 1.2 for the coarser and
growth ratio 1 for the finer domains in order to get more accurate data in the Fangar Bay. The
nesting ratio (1.1) between the two domains is defined to get enough resolution to reproduce the
circulation in the inner bay, allowing for the transfer of large-scale dynamics into the nested domain
and in order to make the 23m precision grid smoothly transition to the 110m precision grid.
In figure 9(a), the model mesh consists of 41,064 nodes in 2D mesh and 81,283 elements. In the
vertical dimension the model used 7 vertical layers distributed homogeneously through depth with
13
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the following distribution: 0D, -1.0D, -2.0D, -3.0D, -4.0D, -5.0D, -6.0D, by used mesh_transf.f
subroutine of telemac. Those consist of 487,698 elements in 3D mesh. The east shoreline of Fangar
Bay consists of wide, shallow, sandy platforms (0-0.5 m depth), and the west shoreline consisted of
soils, with the central basin forming the deepest part of the bay (3.5-5 m depth).
The unstructured grid with bathymetric data constituted the bottom data of the study area, and the
output file is the geographic file (Geo_Test_11_20.geo).

Figure 9. (a) Mesh and bottom topography, (b) Boundary condition water and soils: (b)-1 Boundary condition at Bassa de
les Olles; (b)-2 Boundary condition at Illa de Mar.

5.3 Boundary conditions and Forcing
Based on mesh nesting with two precision, the boundary points are distributed in shoreline and
open sea line, respectively. Due to the grid growth rate is 1, the distribution interval between the
boundary points in the Fangar Bay is 23m in constant (in figure 9a point A to B). The point
distribution interval of the shoreline extending from Fangar Bay mouth to Ampolla gulf is distributed
from 23 m to 350m until to the outside sea with a growth ratio of 1.5 (in figure 9a point A to D, B to
C).
Based on the distribution of these points and the real location of freshwater discharge, the
boundary conditions are specified. There are 3 liquid boundaries. In Figure 9-(b), the orange
boundary line defines the liquid boundary of the ocean that represented as 566, which is defined as
the flow-rates and elevations that can be described, and the liquid tracer is free that represented as
5. Defined as liquid boundary 2 in the boundary file., starting at the boundary point 561 (313933.8,
4514948), ending with the point 594 (313930.4, 4526270).
14
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The green line in Figure 9-(b) shows the discharge of two channels freshwater, which are enlarged in
Bassa de les Olles (b-1) and Illa de Mar(b-2), and are defined as liquid boundary 1 and liquid
boundary 3, respectively. Liquid boundary 1 in the boundary file, starting at the boundary point 34
(309041.5, 4515354), ending with the point 594 (309086.2, 4515336), consistent with the real
discharge width (23 m). And liquid boundary 3 in the boundary file, starting at the boundary point
748 (306904.5, 4517361), ending with the point 749 (306918.8, 4517342), consistent with the real
discharge width (35 m). Both was described as the discharge of the liquid elevation, represented as
554, and the liquid tracer is free, represented as 5. The remaining boundary conditions are all soil
boundaries, defined as 2 that is described to the wall. All these definitions constitute the boundary
file (Boundary_test_566_5_2discharge_554 5.cli).
Tidal currents were driven across the domain by data from the OSU TPXO Mediterranean 1/30o
regional model giving values for sea surface elevation and current velocity (Egbert et al., 2010). Data
are provided at the sea boundary for 11 tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, M4, MS4,
MN4), interpolated along the ocean boundary. The data comes from the latest updated database in
2011, from the OSU/TPXO website (https://www.tpxo.net/global). On the liquid boundary 2, the
model interpolated a velocity database (uv.Med2011.out) by two components of velocity U and
velocity V, and an elevation database (hf.Med2011.out). Both databases were adjusted to the datum
of mean sea-level from the TPXO model database used to supply hydrodynamic forcing.
On the liquid boundary 1 and 3 that these discharges of freshwater, was described the Flowrates
(m3/s) discharge caused by elevation (m) changes, presents those changes in liquid boundary file
(River_Discharge.txt). Those data are mean flowrates per day sourced from the LIM/UPC during the
November 2018, each line in that file is dedicated to a point at the mesh boundary.
The default values of all liquid boundary options are classic boundary conditions, but due to the
large interval of the input points on the ocean boundary, and internal currents velocities in the
TPXO tide is caused by satellite detection of sea level changes. So, we chose the Thomson liquid
boundary to enhance velocity of water currents in boundary 2 (Ocean Boundary). We tried to
interpolate real ocean current data from the HyCOM database, but they lacked an accurate solution
on the offshore boundary.
5.4 Physical condition
We selected Mixing length model in horizontal and vertical turbulent schemes, to getting better
results in modelling the velocity profile in Fangar Bay even near the bottom. At the same time, in
order to get the better stratiﬁcation of salinity, we chosen the Nezu and Nakagawa model in Mixing
length model. Based on a stable stratification, the diffusion coefficient becomes higher for the
velocities than for the mass (Mattic, 2019). To approach the diffusion coefficient equal to the
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molecular diffusion of water, we calibrated coefficient for horizontal (~0.1) and vertical (~1.0E-6)
diffusion of velocities.
The initial conditions on the free surface and velocities are established from the satellite program
data given by the harmonic constants database coming from OSU (e.g. TPXO). We assumed that the
friction is constant in both space and time, the value of the friction coefficient 0.01 corresponds to
the selected Manning law. In order to increase advection flow and reduce turbulence flow, used the
bottom smoothing value (~1) to reduce characteristic bottom roughness height. Also, we considered
the Coriolis effect for Fangar Bay to verify the influence of the rotation, it is defined as 1.1E-4. In the
simulation process, the option of MASS-BALANCE is considered to compute the domain inflows and
outflows and the overall flow across all the boundaries in each time steps.
Meteorological data for the model were sourced from the campaign Fangar-III Data for wind
velocity and direction, were acquired at intervals of 10 min at Batea point, in the middle of Fangar
Bay. These input data to the model were interpolated by two components of velocity U and velocity
V, that variable on time but constant in space (datos de viento_1-11_28-11.txt). Corresponding to
this option (OPTION FOR WIND = 2) in telemac, and the relevant parameter coefficient of wind
influence (default value=1.55E-6) is not a constant value, instead of varying with wind speed in
equation 1 from Institute of Oceanographic Sciences (UK) (Mattic, 2019). So this model changed by
the forcing.f subroutine of telemac to achieve this condition.

Equation 1.

In addition, we assume that 2m air temperature(~18Co), mean sea level pressure(~1013Pa) are
constant in time and space. and relative humidity, cloud cover, precipitation and evaporation were
not be consider.
5.5 Initializing tracer calculation
Given the law of density (~2: function of salinity) for the adaptation of salinity that used in the case
of active tracers in telemac. Salinity is in unit of kg/m3 (=PSU), it is the equations of state established
by UNESCO (1987). That is based on the electric conductivity of water compared to that of a
solution of potassium chloride, the salinity in kg/m3 deduced from conductivity is thus in theory
only valid for this salt.
Because it is difficult to obtain real distribution and stratification of salinity data in entire domain,
for the shallow depth of Fangar Bay, we assumed the salinity is a constant value in space. So, in the
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initial simulation, we prescribed 37 PSU seawater salinity to fill the entire domain. Then the liquid
boundary 1 (Bassa de les Olles) and boundary 3 (Illa de Mar) are prescribed as discharge of
freshwater with 0.01 PSU salinity.
Due to the high dependency of the salinity as a tracer from the numerical diffusion in Telemac 3D,
for mesh resolution ranging from 5 to 100 m the tracer diffusivity parameter has great effect with
values above 1.E-1 m²/s (Smolders et al., 2015), it needed to calibrate coefficients for the
horizontal(~0.1) and vertical(~1.E-3) diffusion of tracer respectively. In order to make the solver
converges at the diffusion of the salinity, it necessarily increases the maximum number of iterations
for diffusion of salinity (default = 60) or decrease the accuracy for diffusion of salinity (default =
1.0E-6).
Hydrodynamics simulations and salinity diffusion are done during one month in November 2018
conditions for comparison with real data. The simulation with each time steps 60s, 43200 of
number of time steps in total. The model starts from a previous computation file (a short simulation
to start up the tidal motion in the model). The model runs from 1/11/2018 00:00 to 30/11/2018
00:00.

6. Results
6.1 Validation for basic condition of simulation
Tide – main forcing
In order to avoid system errors in the calculation of the basic model. For the driving force of
interpolation into the telemac model, it needs to verify their correctness separately. The first is
based on the real astronomical tides generated by the harmonic components (from the TPXO
database). Due to the transfer of information between a large-scale model and the boundaries of a
more local model generally requires calibration, we used coefficients of calibration for sea level and
calibration velocity to simulate the real tidal changes in Fangar Bay. Figure 10 is a comparison of the
sea level changes of the previous calculation results (Samper, 2019) and the telemac model results
of this work, reflecting the same and real tidal changes. It presents a half-day tide, which changes
periodically at 12.5 hours, causing an amplitude of ± 10 cm at sea level.
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Figure 10. Validation of astronomical tide component corresponds to comparison of the variation in sea level caused by
the gravitational forces in Bocana. (Blue is the previous calculation result from Samper, 2019. Yellow is the simulation
result).

Wind – main meteorological factor
In addition, the input and output results of the model wind conditions also need to be verified, due
to the wind condition as the original data needs to be split into vector coordinates (U, V) in the
telemac system. And the interval of wind data (Fangar III) is 10min (600s), and the time step of the
telemac model is 60s. In order to simulate the real wind speed change, we need to verify whether
the wind speed changes linearly with a 60s-time step in the 600s time interval. In figure 11. the
velocity and the direction of wind condition is perfectly match with the observation result in Batea.
During Fangar III period the predominant and strongest winds were from the NW (200o-360o).

Figure 11. Verification of wind conditions (speed and direction) during the period of Fangar III.
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6.2 Validation for hydrodynamic of Fangar Bay
Water currents
These validations of water currents on surface and bottom are as shown in the figure 12 and figure
13. The measured data and numerical result of the Bocana point and the Exterior point are
compared respectively, by velocity on the surface and the bottom. In addition, a comparison
especially for the direction of the surface current in order the verification the rightness of water
spread, also it explained in the next part of water circulation. It should be remember that Fangar-III
campaign worked with each 25 cm in the water column in both cases, that distinguished by 16
layers in the case of the mouth and 28 layers in the case of the Exterior point, since they have
different depths. However, in numerical simulation, Since the too large amount of calculation, the
numerical results divided into 7 layers with an interval of 1 m under the water surface.
As shown in figure 12(a), Although the shallow depth at point Bocana (around 4 meters), the speed
of the currents in the mouth presents significant variability. In the numerical result presented as
same as those results of observation, exceeding intensities of 60-80 cm/s (first red area) and with
oscillations of about 40 cm/s. And the main current direction is quite similar, mainly varying in the
direction of 120° and 280°. But in observation it was maintained a high speed continuously.
In figure 12(b), the numerical results at the Exterior showed a relatively low speed on surface, the
main speed varies between 10-30cm/s. However, the main observation results are maintained at a
speed of 20-40cm/s. But for the validation of the current direction is more important and these
results are presented similarity that contributed the main directions are concentrated between
120-200°. For larger area in gulf Ampolla, due to the lack of true ocean current speed, this point
presents a low speed. But in those red area of peaks also contributed the same trend of increasing
velocity.
As shown in the figure 13 that those velocities on the surface are higher than that on the bottom. At
point Bocana (a), the numerical result on the bottom showed the few lower than the surface, just
same as the observation.
For the outside point Exterior (b), in the Gulf of Ampolla, since it has a deeper depth (about 7
meters), the differences are more notable between the bottom layers and superficial layers in
model that is same with the observation that velocity of currents at the bottom are varying around
0-10 cm/s. It is necessary to highlight the phenomenon in observation that occurred between
November 19 and 20 (figure 13b), when the surface velocities decreased considerably at both
points and increased in the deepest layer until they even exceeded the surface velocities. May since
the model lacks the influence of unknown factors, the simulation results are not obvious.
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Figure 12. Validation of surface water currents with velocities and direction by comparing with observation of Fangar-III
during the November 2018. (a) Point Bocana at mouth of the bay (b) Point Exterior at outside the bay. (All the orange
are observations; blue are numerical results and red areas are similar peaks)
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Figure 13. Comparison the difference of water currents velocities on surface and bottom in the column during the
November 2018. (a) Point Bocana (b) Point Exterior, validation by comparing with observation of Fangar-III, respectively.
(Green are on surface and black are on bottom)
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Overall, more energetic flows are seen in Bocana than Exterior and showed more intense on the
surface in both cases. However, in the deeper area Exterior derived low speeds currents mostly
caused by lacking the real ocean currents at open sea. The behavior of the currents in Bocana is
more energetic than in the outside the bay. This is due to the narrowing in the mouth that, having
to pass the same mass of water through a narrower section, the currents intensify at this point.
Water circulation
Validation of the water circulation (surface and bottom) simulated with numerical model by
comparing with observation of Fangar-III (November 2018) campaign is shown dispersion diagram
Figure 14.

Figure 14. Validation by comparing with dispersion diagram of water circulation. (a) Fangar-III measurement in mouth of
the bay. (b) Corresponds to the numerical result in the mouth (Bocana) and outside the bay (Exterior).

The numerical result shows how in the mouth (Point Bocana) the flow was aligned following the
longitudinal axis of the bay (figure 14b-Bocana). It similar with the Observation of Fangar-III in same
period (figure 14a). Regarding the flow alignment shown in the dispersion diagram, the water
current observations were rotated following the alongshore (longitudinal axis of the bay with
positive inward) and cross-shore alignment. According to the flow alignment of the dispersion
diagram the rotation angle was equal to 15o for FANGAR-III (north clockwise negative) at mouth of
the bay. The numerical result also showed the same angle at Bocana. Furthermore, the surface
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signal showed similar patterns across the campaigns and numerical results.
By contrast, all results in the outside position (Exterior) the flow did not show a prevalent pattern,
the water circulation being more complex. In addition, numerical results demonstrate how the
water flow in the mouth was larger than in the outside bay. The maximum numerical currents in the
mouth were 0.5 m/s as same as the observation, at the same time in numerical result just showed
around 0.2 m/s at point Exterior that water currents are more dispersed.
6.3 Tracer diffusion
Validation of salinity on water surface
Since the discussion of observation about the salinity distribution in Fangar Bay, we assumed that
the salinity is extremely slow in vertical diffusion, and basically does not affect the salinity field at
the bottom. Changes in salinity field only occur on the water surface. The salinity distribution on
water surface was compared with results of the numerical model on the 8th and 22nd days in
November, as shown in figure 15.

Figure 15. Validation numerical results (column b) of salinity distribution on water surface by comparing with
observation results (column a) with same color legend in day 8 & 22 of November.
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On the 8th day, the initial salinity 37 PSU in the Fangar bay was changed, and the salinity at the bay
mouth was 34 PSU, while the salinity inside the bay was generally lower than 34 PSU. It is worth
noting that the salinity on the side of the freshwater discharge is at 31 PSU salinity. Although the
lack of observation data outside the Ampolla Bay, also it can see the yellow section of the
observation data at the mouth of the bay corresponds to the green color in the model, that part of
low salinity water spread along the outside sandbar to the open sea.
On the 22nd day, it also similar with the observations, the salinity field in the bay is continuously
affected by the discharge of fresh water, and the salinity inside of the bay is below 30 PSU. The
condition of salinity at the top of the bay is similar with the 8th day, as shown the lowest level of
salinity in entire bay, it around 23 PSU. Also, the influence of salinity field was displayed outside the
bay, in gulf Ampolla shown as 34 PSU or lower salinity.
In general, the distribution of salinity on the surface has been verified to be correct. With the
absence of other variables, in the numerical simulation, freshwater discharge caused these changes
of salinity in the bay and outside the bay by using salinity as a tracer in numerical model, it similar
with the observations result. In this way, it laid the authenticity and scientific foundation for the
analysis of the behavior salinity plume spread in Fangar bay.

7. Discussion of the results
Hydrodynamic characteristics of Fangar Bay
With a relatively dense unstructured grid modeling, the bathymetry of the Fangar Bay on the
bottom presents good mesh results. At the same time, under the conditions of the driving force of
the main tidal model, the regional wind and calibrated with real data. The numerical model
contributed an approximate hydrodynamic model. Even in the case of idealization of multiple
variables, using salinity as a tracer of freshwater, the salinity distribution on the water surface is
remarkably similar with the measurement results on the time scale. Based on the above, the results
of numerical model reveal some implications of the behavior of the salinity plume in the
environmental aspects of the bay, such as hydrodynamic, physical properties and the water quality.
Under simulation under a single tidal condition, we can see the disappearance and reproduce of the
sandbar under a complete tidal frequency (12.5h) in Figure 16. Taking October 27, 2018 as an
example, we can see that at the 3rd hour, the water flow is limited by the sandbar, and water
currents only produced at the center of the mouth of the bay. With the 6th hour, you can see the
rise of the free surface to the area of the sandbar, the water currents velocities reached its peak at
the 9th hour. This is due to the narrowing in the mouth that, having to pass the same mass of water
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through a narrower section, the currents intensify at this point. At the same time, the sandbar was
covered with a free surface, which produced more speed. Until 12th hours, the water surface
declined and the water speed on the sandbar disappeared, that is, the sandbar reappeared without
water. In this analysis, we assume that the sandbar is a solid bottom with no sediment movement.
Also, it shown that the water circulation being more complex in the mouth of Fangar Bay.
In addition, the water flow in the mouth of the bay was larger than inside of the bay. And the water
currents flowing into the bay shows a relatively high speed around coastal line than center area
(deeper) in the bay. This is the same as the previous observation results of Fangar Bay (Cerralbo et
al., 2019).

Figure 16. The change of water currents on surface at the mouth of Fangar Bay caused by half day tides on October 27

Another characteristic to highlight is the non-homogeneity of the currents in the water column,
especially in the mouth of the Fangar Bay. Figure 17 (a) shows the layering of the numerical model
from the view outside of the bay. Layer 7 belongs to the free surface. Since the average depth of the
bay mouth is 3-4m, we closed layer 3 (4m depth) as the comparison layer with the surface flow.
In figure 17 (b), the layer 3 clearly presented how the currents move (blue arrows) in the opposite
direction than on the surface (the direction of currents on the soils wall can be ignored). Those
inner water circulates out of the bay on surface and the outside water penetrated the bay from
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bottom.
This dynamic allows the renewal of water in the estuary and is called positive estuary circulation
(Samper, 2019). It can be proven in the 3d visual numerical model in figure 17, also this
characteristic was mentioned in the real observation of Fangar-III. This phenomenon has a certain
periodicity which can be understood as the positive water exchange cycle in Fangar Bay.

Figure 17. Visualization of estuary circulation by comparing with water current on water surface and 4m depth bottom
at the mouth of the bay. (a) External side view with each numerical layer at mouth of the bay. (b) Directions of water
currents on layer 7(surface) and layer 3(bottom).

Freshwater contributions - behavior of the salinity plume
Coastal with estuary plume are common features on the coastal area. They are produced by inflows
from a coastal source, such as a channels or estuary. In this work we found this phenomenon in
Fangar Bay by set salinity as a tracer in numerical model. Plumes of buoyant freshwater emptying
into the bay will cause not only the horizontal dispersal of salinity and temperature, but also some
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vertical mixing process by the effect of the hydrological process and the external forcing, but
according to the observations, under the 1m depth not affect too much, we just analysis those
variation of salinity plume on the surface.
There are remarkable contrasts between plume water and ambient ocean water. We selected a
salinity plume with 3 special characteristics period in entire November to analyze how freshwater
discharge spread at the horizontal level, thereby affecting the entire interior and exterior of the bay,
as shown in part of discussion for the observation. The first normal period of freshwater discharge
with low-salinity plumes are as shown in figure 18.

Figure 18. The normal period of freshwater contribution from day 1 to 17 in November 2018

In the first normal period, from day 1 to day 4, the freshwater discharge mainly came from Illa de
Mar (2 m³ /s) inside the bay. It can be observed that these low salinity freshwaters mixed with the
seawater, this process reduced 1-2 PSU salinity in the entire bay and outflow along the sandbar east
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coastline to the open sea.
At a combined discharge flowrate daily average of less than 4 m³/s, the salinity plume only exists on
the side of discharge source, which belongs to the shallower area of the bay. However, with the
combined flow reaching 4m³/s on the 6th day, with the rising tide and NW winds, part of the
low-salinity plume diffused to the top of bay and formed a low-salinity area. Along with the water
circulation in the bay, these plumes disappeared, and mixed to form a 33 PSU salinity field with the
external water. This process took 2 days.
In the following 8-13 days and 14-17 days, the combined daily average discharge flow rate did not
exceed 4 m³/s. With the continuous discharge of freshwater with low salinity, a ring-shaped plume
formed and spread to the top. After the mixing process of tidal motion, the global salinity of the bay
was 31 PSU on the 13th day, accompanied by a regional salinity plume on the side of the discharge
port. This process took 5 days.
In particular, as the discharge flow decreases, it can be seen that the tidal movement regularly
transports the external high-salinity water into the bay, and even on the 14th day, the salinity of the
bay mouth actively showed a trend of back to 33-35 PSU. At 16 days, Discharge of freshwater
flowrate increased, and a ring-shaped plume on low-salinity areas appeared again.
In the intensified influence period as shown in figure 19 from day 19 to 25, these influences are
similar with the first period, that continuous low-salinity freshwater discharge caused a low-salinity
plume in shallow water on one side of source in figure 19. Due to the mainly NW wind and
hydrodynamics of the bay, a ring-shaped plume formed at the top and accumulated to form a
low-salinity area (23 PSU). After the mixing process, the global salinity field was reduced to 27 PSU
continuously. However, with the decrease of the peak flowrate on the day 23, although the global
salinity has hardly changed, the low salinity area at the top of the bay has also recovered after the
mixing process. On the day 25, the low salinity area at the top almost disappeared, only distributed
in the shallow area of side source freshwater discharge.
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Figure 19. The intensified influence period of freshwater contributions from day 19 to 25 in November 2018

However, it is worth noting that within 1 to 16 days, the salinity reduction mainly occurred within
the bay, Gulf Ampolla was less affected, and most plumes outflowed along the east coast of the
sandbar. Due to the total flow reached 8 m³/s between 19 and 22 days, it can be observed that the
Exterior zone is gradually affected by the water in the bay with relatively low salinity. Some plumes
with relatively higher salinity (33 PSU) are affected by the tidal flow and spread along the coastline
to Gulf Ampolla. However, after the seawater mixing process, with the decrease of the peak
flowrate on the day 23, this negative impact is not continuous.
In the period of recovery, from Day 26 to 28 are still normal discharge flowrates (4 m3/s), and on the
26th had strong winds with an intensity of more than 15 m/s (see figure 11). Due to the availability
of data, freshwater flowrate data and wind condition data only extend to the day 28 in November,
that is to say that in 28-30 days we have to assume no local winds and no freshwater discharge, for
analysis of the recovery process of the bay salinity field that only under the force of the micro-tide.
These behaviors of the salinity plumes in third period are showed in figure 20
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Figure 20. The recovery period of freshwater contributions from day 26 to 30 in November 2018.

First of all, the strong wind on the day 26 caused the surface salinity plume completely mixed, low
salinity areas disappeared, and the global salinity of the bay stabilized back to 27 PSU, but since
source of Les Olles still has more than 3 m3/s flowrates of freshwater, still caused little amount of
behavior of salinity plumes, that is quite complex and irregular under the condition of strong winds.
But it is quickly mixed to form a stable salinity field.
At the same time, the bay had in a high tide period, and the salinity of the bay mouth was increased
to 31-33 PSU by water exchange. With continued strong wind in day 26, the salinity field in the
shallow area of the bay was mixed by the external seawater to a normal level of 33-35 PSU.
However, with the decline of strong winds and the continued normal freshwater discharge of two
sources, the salinity of the bay continued to be affected to fall to 31 PSU and was accompanied by
low salinity areas in shallow areas.
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With the end of the discharge on the day 27 to 28, these freshwater salinity plumes moved slowly
along the coast to the top of the bay under micro-tide. The zero-freshwater discharge on the 29th
made salinity plumes at the bay mouth and center of bay (depth 3-4m) are mixed and maintained at
31 PSU global salinity. However, in day 30 those salinity plumes still existed in the area with a water
depth of less than 1m and slowly moved to the top of the bay. Two cycles of half-day micro-tides are
not enough to mix them without local wind.
In general, the salinity plume is not only affected by the variation of freshwater flowrates, but also
the ocean dynamical processes, such as the tidal cycles. Wind forcing and water circulation might
also play important roles. The interaction of these processes causes the estuary-bay hydrodynamic
to become more complicated. The plume regions will hard reach a steady state, since too many
factors are working together on these regions. The follow part will discuss the interaction of these
factors and implications of the behavior of the salinity plume in the environmental aspects of the
bay
In the first place, the composite tidal current affects the dynamics of the plume area and the
transport of freshwater along-coastal flow. When there is no effect of the turbulence at the bay
mouth, the low salinity plume will flow out from the bay mouth and spread along the east coast of
the sandbar to the open sea. This is due to the main local wind direction NW, it mentioned in
discussion of observation. and the tide cycle brought the inner water transport to outside. In
addition, due to the pressure of the main current direction in the open sea, those outflowing
low-salinity plumes were forced to flow out of the east side of the sandbar.
The tide cycle mixed high-salinity seawater with low-salinity plumes before the flowrate of
freshwater was not high (< 4 m3/s). On the one hand, the tidal current can modulate the freshwater
transport outside the bay, and on the other hand, it can produce turbulent energy to reduce the
salinity plumes. It reduced the huge difference between freshwater and seawater. Changed the
width of plume flow that transported along-coastal sandbar and the mass of freshwater residing in
the plume area. Therefore, in Gulf Ampolla and east side of the Fangar bay, where were not affected
by low-salinity plumes and stable with a global value. The periodicity of this process also proves that
the tide will have an important impact on the dynamics of the coastal plume.
In the second place, the regional wind made the salinity plume spread to the southeast, and the
main wind (NW) formed a low-salinity zone with similar properties at the top of bay during high tide.
In the period of 28 to 30 days, without the influence of wind, the slow diffusion and poor mixing of
the plume area proved the zone not affected by transportation of tide cycle.
Last but more important, compared with the influence of these natural factors on the salinity plume,
the flowrate freshwater directly affected the salinity distribution of the bay. The larger the
continuous flow discharge, will caused the faster the global salinity reduction time and it is difficult
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to recover. In addition, the capacity of water exchange was limited, which leads to a longer time for
water renewal natural. Also, it has a quite influence for the original positive water circulation of the
bay. Since the Bassa de les Olles is close to the bay mouth, these extra masses discharge produced
turbulent flow at the mouth of bay, which affects inner water outflow to outside and the advection
transport during the high tide. That could be produced a negative circulation.
Furthermore, the increase in flowrates (more than 4 m3/s) exacerbated the accumulation of low
salinity zone at the top bay and the low salinity area belongs to the shallower area of the bay, then,
plume flow vertical diffusion is also more affected. Although it is assumed that the initial bay salinity
is high-salinity seawater and there is no vertical stratification. In practice, due to surface runoff and
precipitation, the surface salinity will be slightly below the bottom. However, compared to the high
flowrates of discharge freshwater, that said, these low-salinity plumes are real in practice. it’s not
only affected the surface waters, but also under the influence of external conditions and
hydrological conditions, there is also a vertical mixing process, especially in shallower area.
In previous studies, it has been confirmed that these freshwaters contain agricultural
contaminations and pathogens. These low-salinity plumes have become the carriers of these
contaminations. The transportation of these pollutants diffuses inside the bay, the contaminations
are mainly concentrated in the top of the bay and the shallower area on the side of the discharge
port. it will aggravate this effect when the flowrate is too high, even in the Gulf Ampolla and the
water quality is affected to varying degrees.
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8. Conclusions and future lines of work
The discharge of agricultural freshwater has a huge impact on the environment of this small,
shallow bay that mainly forcing by micro-tide and local wind. In the absence of additional
freshwater discharge, Although, it presents the special geographical condition in coastal area, but
for the complicated and positive estuary dynamics, it can maintain its original role in the
environmental system, including water exchange and energy transport. But we found that once
there is freshwater discharge, the bay will increase the generation of turbulence and affect the
circulation mechanism of the bay. Due to the huge density difference between these low-salinity
freshwater and seawater, it can form salinity plumes easily and low-salinity zone are formed in
shallow areas. At the same time, freshwater containing pollutants will also cause deterioration of
water quality. Affect the normal aquaculture and ecosystem in the Fangar bay. It even affects the
Gulf Ampolla. The pollutant water outflow along the coast of sandbar will also cause pollution
problem to the open sea.
Therefore, to order to reduce the impact of freshwater. We suggest controlling the flowrates
discharge not exceed 4m3/s. since the naturally recover capacity of the bay, it is possible to try
intermittent discharge (Time gap around 2 days). The aquaculture areas can avoid low-salinity areas
and away from discharge source, and the opposite side are affected less by mixing and diffusion
process.
Future lines of work
Regarding to inadequacies of the model in this work, the numerical model assumed some
secondary variables, and based on idealized hydrodynamics simulation. Even though the model
validated the basic hydrodynamics in Fangar bay, but under the influence of real comprehensive
factors, the model still does not have 100% authenticity.
For example, HyCOM ocean current database does not have offshore data, so that the tide current
speed needs to be adjusted to reach the expected value at point Exterior. Under the main
meteorological conditions, the wind is constant on space and variable in time. if in the simulation of
a larger area, will lack of the actuality. The initial establishes of the salinity stratification in sea water
also did not achieved. In deeper seas, the bottom data is generally higher than the surface data. The
numerical model is separated by 7 layers, which is the maximum limit of personal computer
calculation. In fact, more layers will reduce the speed of numerical diffusion in the vertical direction,
which is more accurate. In addition, due to the CPU's calculation time to allow the model to
converge, this work increased the number of iterations and slightly reduced the simulation accuracy.
The above mentioned are all needed to do more detailed numerical simulation in the future.
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